
preferred variety in italy, extra large flowers, insides removed,
mixed female (small zucchini ends) and male (no fruit on
stem).

SQUASH BLOSSOMS 'ZUCCHINO DA FIORE' 

SPRING ONIONS
fresh and pleasantly mild 

JIMMY NARDELLO'S, SWEET PEPPER
undisputed king of italian sweet frying peppers 
 
GOLDEN BEETS, SMALL
golden, sweet, with fresh green tops

SCARLETT FRILL MUSTARD 
beautiful scarlet laced spicy green, adds color and punch to
salad mixes and great as a garnish.  

BABY ZUCCHINI AND YELLOW SQUASH
tender, delicate, harvested in a uniform small size 

NASTURTIUM LEAVES
variegated and green leaf, peppery, refreshing 

FAVA LEAVES
green leaves of the fava plant, fresh, nutty

SOUR CHERRIES, MONTMORENCY *
petite, deliciously tart, glossy scarlet red with a blush of yellow

BASIL, GENOVESE
classic, richly aromatic, herbal sweetness 

SHISHO, PERILLA, GREEN AND RED
traditional japanese leaf, flavors of mint, cinnamon and clove 

FIG LEAVES
aromas of coconut, peat, vanilla, green walnut

SCULPIT / STRIDOLO
Heirloom herb rarely seen outside of italy, complex, delicate,
peppery 

CULINARY HERBS
fresh oregano, sage, marjoram, thyme, or mint by the bunch

JOANNA CASTORANI
303-523-7197

joanna@modelfarmwines.com

IN SEASON

SEAN CASTORANI
302-437-4341
sean@modelfarmwines.com

organic, modern, restaurant-focused farming

GARNISHES & COCKTAIL FOCUSED
NASTURTIUM FLOWERS 
yellow, orange, red, and deep garnet edible flowers 

PEA SHOOTS 
tender, delicious pea shoots, leaves, and tedrils

SCARLETT FRILL MUSTARD
grown to a small, garnish size 

EDIBLE FLOWER MIX
borage flowers, calendula, nigella, elderflower 

BORAGE LEAVES
cucumber flavor, traditional Pimm's Cup garnish 

modelfarmwines.com/farm

ON THE HORIZON

MIXED WILD TOMATOES
immensely concentrated flavor, dime-sized "cherry"
tomato, mixed red and yellow
(approx. 1 week) 

HEIRLOOM TOMATOES, MEDIUM
perfect, beautiful tomatoes, picked daily
(approx. 2 weeks) 

LITTLE GEM LETTUCE
truly a gem, miniature romaine-type, sweet, tender
(approx. 2 weeks)
 
MEXICAN SOUR GHERKINS / MOUSE MELONS
grape sized cucumber, mini watermelon appearance,
fresh crunch, burst of sour lemon
(approx. 2 weeks) 

PINEAPPLE TOMATILLOS
small, round tomato-like fruits, explosive, juicy pineapple
flavor
(approx. 1 week) 

* LAST OF SEASON


